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Data Set
Stack Overflow provides a publ ic API to access
questions and answers, but for this project only
questions are considered. Questions are provided
by Stack Overflow as HTML and therefore meta-
information about the content-type can be
extracted. Title, body, code and inl ine-code are
considered in various compositions. To avoid
problems with dynamic HTML and supply a
convenient parsing module, JSDOM has proven to
be effective. Furthermore the tags of each question
are extracted.

Basic Statistics

As seen on left figure, question
timestamps show an exponential
distribution. Content-type size
differs strongly but are equal ly
weighted in the tf-idf matrix. The tag
occurence distribution is
exponential . Only the top 200 tags
are considered, since rare tags
achieve low scores, but consume
valuable computational resources.

Overview
Stack Overflow is a Q&A site for programmers. Questions can have up to five tags
representing technologies or programming languages. The goal of this project is to compare
classification and clustering methods appl ied for automatic question tagging. The fol lowing
analysis only handles single-label classification to achieve a proper comparision with
clustering. Natural language processing is based on a tf-idf vector in various configurations,
which form a large search space with multiple decomposition, feature selection, clustering
and classification algorithms. In this search space supervised classification algorithms
achieve higher scores.

Classification
Feature Selection

Chi², ANOVA and mutual information scores
are pre-computed to decrease computation
time. The right figure shows shows chi²
scores for a selected subset of tags. For the
computation of mutual information a subset
of 5k samples are randomly selected due to
performance issues.

Classification Algorithms

Classifiers are trained for top 200 tags, whereby the fol lowing alogrihtms show proper
results: Stochastic Gradient Descent, Multi Layer Perceptron, Linear Support Vector Machine,
Linear Discriminant Analysis, Random Forest Classifier, Adaptive Boosting and Multinomial
Naive Bayes.

The results shown in the diagram are independent of the feature selection algorithm, as wel l
as the tf-idf configuration, but strongly depend on k, in terms of k-best features,
stemming/lemming algorithm and the combination of different content-types. For this
dataset it is easy to achieve a high precision, but harder to get good recal l scores. Tags
occuring in less than 1% of al l questions have a significantly lower F1 score.

Clustering
Decompositions

The fol lowing decompositions are precomputed for
al l tf-idf vector configurations with a
decompositon dimension range d=[5, 100]:
Singular Value Decomposition, Latent Dirichlet
Al location, Principal Component Analsysis, Non-
negative Matrix Factorization. Additional ly the
decopositions with dimension 2 are computed for
visual ization puproses only.

Clustering Algorithms

Various clustering algorithms, namely k-means, gaussian mixture model , density-based spatial
clustering of appl ications with noise, agglomerative clustering with ward l inkage function are
appl ied to each decomposed matrix with a clustercount range k=[5, 100].
The figure below shows clustering algorithm results with clustercount k=15, decomposition
dimension d=75 projected in a 2D space. First column shows ground truth in red. The fol lowing
columns show clustering results for different algorithms. Each row positions the samples by a
two dimensional decomposition, but colors are determined by higher dimension clustering
results.

Single clusters may achieve good precision, but rarely an optimal recal l . By combining multiple
clusters with high precision, F1 score of 0.8 are achievable for some selected tags. The
fol lowing hierarchical cluster visual isation of the javascript tag, shows the basics of this
approach in detai l .

The 10 o'clock area, shows the main
cluster of javascript tags in context of
HTML, but javascript is also used in
combination with other technologies,
visible in the 1 o'clock area. This project
implements a simple algorithm which
col lects al l clusters with precision > p.
The union of this clusters must have a
precision > p, and the recal l must be
higher than the recal l of its components.

This approach may be further
improved. Agglomerative cluster trees
can be used to search a better result
more efficiently, by fol lowing the root-
path of high precision nodes unti l
precision drops. For such an algorithm the
number of clusters may be unknown, and
cluster size distribution is not necessari ly
uniform in comparison to traditional
agglomerative clustering with ward
distance function.
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